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About This Game

Intrude is a first-person shooter inspired by old FPS titles like Wolfenstein 3D and Doom. There is an old underground base,
abandoned long time ago, suddenly taken over by some kind of private military and emitting a strange signal. Your mission is to
get in, find your way up through fifteen levels in one of three game modes and destroy the source of that signal. There is a lot of

hidden data scattered across the base. Try to find as much data as you can to find out who they are and what they are up to.
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This game is impressive in terms of graphics and performance. For a game made with Gamemaker, It handled 3D very smooth
and clean. I appreciate it.

However, The gameplay is a serious letdown. Here's why:

- Player's movement speed is slow as hell. It's too annoying.

- This game is ridiculously shy at placing health and armor pickups. to make the matters worse, You can't heal after beating the
levels. If you cleared the level with low health, the next level will be a hell.

- slow weapon progress. In doom, I can quickly get shotgun, chaingun and chainsaw in the early levels of the episodes. Even
wolfenstein 3D quickly provided machine gun in the first level. In this game, You get shotgun at the near end of 1-2. until that
happens, I have to use pistol. It's so tedious.

These three reasons were enough to make me quit. I have only reached 1-2, but this game has only 5 enemies, 1 boss, and 4
weapons, so I don't think the later levels would be worth to play. This game could be much better with some tweaks, but
appearantly it's adandoned by the developers now.

Not recommended, just play Wolfenstein 3D.. This game is definitely retro and in a good way. While I feel it is basic in many
ways it was also quite fun and for only 4 bucks I feel I already got my money's worth. I wanted to wait to review it until I
completed the campaign at least once to see how it all played out. Despite the fairly similar enemies (barring the end boss and
the sentry drones), and the rather basic AI and appearance of the game it's a solid shooter and I reccomend it even with a few
things that bugged me.

The biggest negative for me was that enemies can shoot through corners, the regular strafe to duck behind a corner to avoid
getting shot didn't work well unless I moved a bit further to the side. While annoying it wasn't game breaking and I was able to
work with this limitation. Alsom the music is actually very good but there are 3 clusters of 5 levels (1-1 to 1-5, 2-1 to 2-5, and
3-1 to 3-5) and each cluster had its own music but there are only 3 tunes in total so it was a bit repetitive despite all 3 being good
tracks.

The two most important things for me; fun and functional are here for sure; I had a good time and it ran smooth with no crashes,
stutters, or other glitches. It may look basic but it was hardly easy once you got moving past the first couple of levels and I love
this style of game even if I'd like more levels and variety in the appearance of those levels.

It even comes with a custom level builder and while I didn't mess around with it, it's hard to beat a game this fun for only 4
dollars as its normal price. This is a great first outing by Michal Kruba and I hope he makes more games in future based on this
early effort.
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